POLICY ON CONSULTANCY

The institution values the undertaking of consultancy activity by the faculty. It ensures the institution’s mission of involvement in community development.

Some of the do’s and don’ts on consultancy are:

- Three different types of consultancy, viz., Individual consultancy, Institutional consultancy and Institutional projects can be undertaken.

- Approval of the Principal and HoD is mandatory to take up consultancy.

- Consultancy not to exceed 20% of the full time obligation as it may be an overload on faculty.

- The revenue generated under Individual and Institutional consultancy is shared with the Institution at a ratio of 60:40 and 50:50 respectively. Research Committee fixes the honorarium for Institutional projects.

- Institution promotes the innovation/ business plan of the students/faculty.

The Institution believes that life is a phenomenon beyond missions, and it has been responsible in unfurling the potential of many lives through its consultancy services.